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MEDIA RELEASE
15 December 2021
LDC’s labour hire team is going Live! LiveHire that is!

The Larrakia Development Corporation (LDC) has been delivering labour hire services in the NT since
2017. As we grow this service and as a business, we continue to look for innovative ways to increase
access to jobs for Larrakia and other Aboriginal people. This has led the LDC to engage LiveHire, an
award-winning online recruitment software provider. What’s even more exciting, LDC is the first NT
recruiter to use LiveHire.
As LDC works with our clients to deliver on labour hire needs on some of Darwin’s largest projects
we felt it was important to reduce the recruitment tool and streamline access to vacancies for all
potential candidates.
So, if you are looking to connect with a role that aligns with your skills and job knowledge register
yourself with LDC’s LiveHire talent community and get pinged every time you match with an
opportunity.

To register for a vacancy, follow this link: https://www.livehire.com/talent/community/larrakia

Quote’s attributed to this media release:
“The LDC is always looking for ways to connect our community with opportunities, and we are
excited to be a part of bringing this cutting edge technology to the NT and sharing it with our future
team members. With this program we aim to reduce delays in matching the right person to the right
job.”
Nigel Browne, LDC CEO.

"We are very excited to launch our first Talent Community in the Northern Territory with
LDC. LiveHire's mission is to help organisations find their people, and people the jobs they love. We
believe this collaborative approach will be great for NT job seekers and businesses and we're thrilled
it's been brought to Darwin via an Indigenous Corporation."
Christy Forrest, LiveHire's CEO.

For further details on this media release contact: Special Project, Kate Finch 0413 633750
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